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Gonit Sora (https://gonitsora.com) has been running a fairly successful internship program
for primarily students from the North East since the last few years. The internships last three
months at a time, with an expected weekly time devoted to the internship being approximately
five hours. The intens are also paid a monthly stipend, depending on the work assigned, and are
provided a certificate after the completion of the internship.
• Who is eligible? All undergraduate and masters students studying in any STEM course are
eligible. Preference is given to female students from the North-East, but everyone is welcome
to apply.
• How to apply? You can apply by sending in your CV and a cover letter via email to our
editor manjil@gonitsora.com.
• What work is done in the internship? There are two kinds of work, either developing or
editing our website or a more technical internship where the student is paired with a relevant
member of our team and they study a particular topic of their choice together and produce
at least two short write-ups during the course of the internship.
• What are the benefits to the students? Apart from getting to work and learn from our
team, students are given a monthly stipend, a certificate after the completion of the internship
and have access to our network of team members situated in different parts of the world. They
can tap in to our resources for further advice and help in their career. Outstanding candidates
also receive a letter of recommendation for any of their future applications for internships and
scholarships.
• When is the deadline? There are no deadlines and we accept candidates throughout the
year depending on vacancies, so you are welcome to apply at any time of the year.
• What is the selection process? After a preliminary screening of the CV and cover letter
we will do a video interview to discuss what work is mutually suitable and then if an internship
is offered we will usually email within the next 7-10 days.
If you have any other queries, feel free to get in touch with us via email at manjil@gonitsora.com.
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